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sailormoon
An annual event to initiate
the incoming freshmen into
our club! Experienced or
not, SMU Sailing welcomes
all - training our sailors from
scratch builds rapport
between our alumnus,
current undergraduates &
the newly incorporated
freshmen.This year, SMU
Sailing welcomes 18
freshmen - WELCOME!

halloween
Trick or treat? This year’s
halloween highlights were:
1. Ravipha’s self-made Chinese
drama queen costume
2. Yong Kiat & Yirui’s Mermaid
Man & Barnacle Boy
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A fun-filled night where our
sailors put down their lifejackets,
sunglasses and sun block to
dress up as their favourite
characters! Feasting on tons of
pizzas, chips and all sorts of
guilty indulgence set all of us on
the path to study hard for mid
terms and finals. Happy
Halloween sailors!

china cup 2018

The highly anticipated China Cup
2018 strengthened our relations
with international sailing
organisations, regatta committees,
international sailors and most
importantly, allowed our sailors to
represent Singapore and SMU.
Over the duration of 4 race days in
different wind conditions and race
courses, our sailors learnt to be
more aggressive at the starts,
navigate accurately, and trim
according to the light winds.
Overall, SMU Sailing emerged fifth!
The crew of SMU Sailing definitely
enjoyed great hospitality, amazing
food, water gun fights, on-the-boat
karaoke sessions and mingling with
the other international sailors.
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christmas sailorbration
A yearly tradition in the spirit of
giving, our sailors gathered for
another gift exchange party!
This year’s gifts involved a mix
of useful and playful gifts, from
handy packs and water bottles
to light sabers and weighing
machines. Considering that
each competition we take part
in requires all our crew to be
under the weight limit, the
weighing machines came in as a
timely reminder! Not forgetting
our alumnus who never fail to
bring joy to the party. At the
end of the day, each and every
SMU sailor train hard and have
fun as one team, one dream!

li ka shing cup (dec)
Following our Li Ka Shing (LKS)
Cup in June, our second LKS
Cup was conducted with the
SB20s again. This time, winds
were slightly stronger and the
course was bigger as the
National Day Parade stage setups were removed. Started to
bond the alumnus and
undergraduates, this event was
fun-filled and allowed alumnus
to interact (& pass their skills/
tactics) to the undergraduates.
Stay tuned for another
upcoming event at the bay Keelin’ It 2019!
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